
Operator Islands and the Intermediate Step CorollaryGereon Müller (Universität Leipzig)Minimalist Approahes to Syntati Loality, Budapest August 26-28, 20091. OverviewClaim:Maraudage (Georgi, Hek & Müller (2009), Georgi (2009, 37)) derives the seletive natureof ertain operator islands (= A-bar islands: wh-islands, topi islands) without reourseto a onstraint like Relativized Minimality (RM; Rizzi (1990)) or the Minimal LinkCondition (MLC; Chomsky (2001)).Proposal:Wh-islands and topi islands do not instantiate an intervention e�et; neither does theoperator blok an esape hath (Chomsky (1977; 1986)). Rather, the item that is to belong-distane moved marauds the set of A-bar-related features on C before C an attrata wh-phrase or topi that would eret the island. The option for suh a maraudage arisesunder an approah in whih intermediate steps of suessive-yli movement do not targetthe outermost spei�er of C; this follows from the theory of loality in Müller (2008), morespei�ally, the Intermediate Step Corollary.(1) Intermediate Step Corollary:Intermediate movement steps to spei�ers of X (as required by the PIC) must takeplae before a �nal spei�er is merged in XP.2. Bakground2.1 Wh-Islands: The Problem(2) Wh-Islands:a. ?*[DP1

Whih book ℄ do you wonder [CP [PP2

to whom ℄ John gave t1 t2 ℄ ?b. *How1 does she know [CP [DP2

whih ar ℄ Mary �xed t2 t1 ℄ ?Standard aounts:(i) RM aounts for the illformedness of (2-ab) beause movement of XP1 rosses anintervening XP2 that oupies a position of the same strutural type (A-bar).(ii) The MLC an aount for wh-island e�ets if it is assumed that the wh-item in theembedded SpeC position (i.e., the position that reates the island) still has a feature[wh℄ that may blok attration of the lower wh-phrase by the matrix interrogative C headeven though this feature has been heked in the �nal landing site.Problems for MLC/RM analyses:(i) There is no reason to limit the number of spei�ers of a head to one.(ii) Given the PIC, suessive-yli movement must systematially be able to target spe-i�ers of phase heads, even if there is already another spei�er around.(iii) Under a multiple spei�er/PIC approah, there is no obvious reason why an inter-1

mediate movement step of a wh-phrase to an outer spei�er of an interrogative C (withanother wh-phrase ating as an inner spei�er) should be bloked: The former wh-phrasethat is on its way out of the CP does not want to see a [wh℄ feature (yet); it just wants tosee what all items want to see that leave the lause, viz., an edge feature.(3) Simple ases of suessive-yli movement via an additional Spev:a. (I wonder) [CP what1 C [TP she2 T [vP t′1 [v′ t2 said-v [VP tV t1 ℄℄℄℄℄b. (Ih frage mih)I wonder [CP was1what C [TP [vP t′1 [v′ FritzFritz [VP t1 tV ℄ denkt-v ℄℄thinks T ℄℄An ad ho solution:(i) One an stipulate that an edge feature annot be inserted on an interrogative C.(ii) This would then make it possible to derive wh-island e�ets under both an MLC anda RM aount.Coneptual problems (Müller (2009, h. 2)):(i) MLC/RM approahes typially require additional onepts like equidistane.(ii) MLC/RM approahes require massive searh spae in derivations; however, in a loalderivational approah, searh spae should be minimized. Something is wrong with thevery idea of intervention from this perspetive.2.2 Previous Strutural Approahes Without InterventionDistant relatives:

• The Tree Adjoining Grammar approah to wh-islands developed in Kroh (1989) andFrank (2002) is a strutural analysis that does not rely on the idea of intervention.

• The optimality-theoreti approah to wh-islands in Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson(1998) is another strutural analysis that does not rely on the idea of intervention.

• There are non-strutural semanti/pragmati analyses of ertain islands (inl. op-erator islands). See Szabolsi & Zwarts (1993), Szabolsi & den Dikken (2003) onertain kinds of weak (operator-indued) islands, Bek (1997) and Kim (2002) onintervention e�ets indued by quanti�ers or foussed items, and Truswell (2007) onexeptions to the Adjunt Condition that seem to be semantially onditioned.2.2.1 Tree Adjoining GrammarRef.: Kroh (1989), Frank (2002)Assumption:All long-distane dependenies must be brought about by (ounter-yli) insertion of so-alled auxiliary trees that pump up the loal tree struture generated thus far (`elementarytrees'); e.g., (4-a) is derived by inserting (4-b) (where think subategorizes for a C′ ategory)into the C′ node of (4-), whih only has loal movement to the minimal SpeC position.(4) Long-distane movement in Tree Adjoining Grammar:a. Who1 do you think she likes t1 ?b. [C′ do you think C′ ℄ (auxiliary tree)2



. [CP who1 [C′ C she likes t1 ℄℄ (elementary tree)Consequene:A wh-island onstrution like (5-a) would require inserting (`adjoining') an auxiliary treelike (5-b) into the elementary tree (5-); and the problem is that a non-multiple-wh-movement language like English does not permit trees of the type in (5-) that wouldbe required to feed a wh-island onstrution.(5) Wh-Islands in Tree Adjoining Grammar:a. ?*What book1 did John ask whom you had given t1 ?b. [C′ did John ask C′ ℄. *[CP what book1 [C′ whom2 [C′ C you had given t2 t1 ℄2.2.2 Optimality TheoryRef.: Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998)Assumption:(i) All instanes of extration from a CP (even a omplement CP) are assumed to violateloality onstraints (most phrases are loal domains), but suh onstraint violation is pos-sible if it is (a) minimal, and (b) fored by higher-ranked onstraints.(ii) The onstraint that fores wh-movement (e.g., Wh-Crit) annot play this role: It isranked lower than the loality onstraint (Lo) that an item (more preisely, an adjunt)violates when it undergoes extration from an objet CP.(iii) However, a third onstraint (Sel) that is highest-ranked (in e�et: inviolable) demandsthat (lexially determined) seletion requirements are respeted. One suh requirement isthat a V that selets an interrogative CP �nds a wh-item in the embedded SpeC (or C)position.(6) Wh-Islands: Optimality Theory:a. How1 do you think [CP Mary �xed the ar t1 ℄ ?b. *How1 does she know [CP [DP2

whih ar ℄ Mary �xed t2 t1 ℄ ?Consequene:(i) Extration of the adjunt violates loality onstraints on movement (Lo) in exatlythe same way in (6-a) and (6-b): There is no intervention e�et indued by whih ar in(6-b).(ii) (6-b) is ungrammatial beause it bloked by a ompeting andidate with a betteronstraint pro�le: (7) violates the onstraint that would normally trigger wh-movement tothe matrix lause (Wh-Crit), but sine this onstraint is ranked lower than the loalityonstraint violated with extration from all CPs (Lo), (7) is the optimal andidate.(7) Optimal andidate bloking wh-movement from wh-island:She knows [CP how1 [DP whih ar2 ℄ Mary �xed t2 t1 ℄Problem:(7) does not look like a well-formed English sentene.3

Solution:Given the opy theory of movement, wh-in situ may involve multiple wh-movement withseletive PF realization of opies, suh that one of the traes (rather than its anteedent)is PF-realized in English (Pesetsky (2000), Fanselow & �avar (2001), Grewendorf (2001).Problem:Why is (6-a) possible after all?Solution:The matrix verb in (6-a) selets a delarative CP omplement, and not an interrogativeCP omplement; but if the wh-phrase how stays in the embedded SpeC position,the embedded lause will have to be interpreted as a wh-lause. This would violatehighest-ranking Sel.Conlusion:Strutural aounts of wh-island e�ets that do not rely on intervention are available, butthey are not ompatible with basi minimalist assumptions.3. The Approah to CED E�ets in Müller (2008)3.1 ContextQuestion:How an the e�ets of the Condition on Extration Domain (CED; Huang (1982),Chomsky (1986; 1995; 2008), Cinque (1990), Manzini (1992)) be made to follow in theminimalist program?Claim (Müller (2009, h. 2)):(i) The CED itself is not ompatible with basi minimalist tenets.(ii) Existing minimalist attempts at deriving the CED annot be viewed as fully suessful.(Relevant proposals: Sabel (2002), Rakowski & Rihards (2005); Uriagereka (1999),Nunes & Uriagereka (2000), Nunes (2004), Johnson (2003); Kitahara (1994), Takahashi(1994), Boekx (2003), Gallego & Uriagereka (2006), Stepanov (2007).)Bakground:Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2008): PIC fores suessive-yli movement via phase edges; suhmovement is possible beause edge features that drive it an be inserted.(8) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC):The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not aessible to operations outside XP;only X and its edge are aessible to suh operations (where edge of X = spei�er(s)of X).Claim:CED e�ets an be derived from the PIC if the following four assumptions are made:1. All syntati operations are driven by features of lexial items.4



2. These features are ordered on lexial items.3. All phrases are phases.4. Edge features that trigger intermediate movement steps an be added only as longas the phase head is still ative.(9) Condition on Extration Domain (to be derived from the PIC):a. Movement must not ross a barrier.b. α is a barrier if the operation that has merged α in a phase Γ is the �nal operationin Γ.3.2 Assumptions(i) All syntati operations are feature-driven(10) Two types of features that drive operations:a. Struture-building features (edge features, subategorization features) trigger(external or internal) Merge: [•F•℄b. Probe features trigger Agree: [∗F∗℄.(ii) Features on lexial items are ordered(11) a. Θ-roles:
Θ1 ≫ Θ2 ≫ Θ3 (Agent ≫ Theme ≫ Goal)b. Subategorization features:[•P•℄3 ≻ [•D•℄2 ≻ [•D•℄1(12) Last Resort (LR, revised):a. Every syntati operation must disharge (and delete) either [•F•℄ or [∗F∗℄.b. Only features on the top of a feature list are aessible.(iii) All phrases are phases(13) Phase:All phrases are phases.Consequene:Wh-movement must proeed via every XP edge domain on its way to its ultimate targetposition (the C[•wh•] node that attrats it), given the PIC.Note:This is atually not relevant in the present ontext sine we are only onerned with CP.(iv) Edge feature insertion(14) Edge Feature Condition (EFC):An edge feature [•X•℄ an be assigned to the head γ of a phase only if (a) and (b)hold:a. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.b. [•X•℄ ends up on top of γ's list of struture-building features.5

3.3 Deriving the Condition on Extration Domain3.3.1 Analysis: MergeDeriving the CED:1. If an edge feature [•X•℄ is to be inserted on a phase head γ, it must go to the top of

γ's list of struture-building features. (EFC)2. γ must ontain at least one other feature at this point (otherwise it is inert). (EFC)3. But then, [•X•℄ is disharged again immediately (last-in/�rst-out). (LR)4. Thus, it is impossible to insert an edge feature for a ategory α that is merged in Γas the last operation taking plae in Γ. (EFC)5. Therefore, a moved item in the edge domain of an α merged last in Γ is not aessibleanymore outside Γ (assuming a non-reursive notion of edge). (PIC)6. Consequently, extration from α is predited to be impossible. (PIC)7. Given that (outer) spei�ers are last-merged in their projetions, they are thus bar-riers for movement. (CED derived)(15) Why spei�ers are barriers:

αi is a spei�er that is last-merged in its phase.a. Edge feature insertion follows spei�er feature disharge:

γ: [•α•℄

→ γ: Ø

→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (14-a)b. Edge feature insertion preedes spei�er feature disharge, version 1:

γ: [•α•℄

→ γ: [•α•℄ ≻ [•X•℄

→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (14-b). Edge feature insertion preedes spei�er feature disharge, version 2:

γ: [•α•℄

→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•α•℄

→ γ: [•α•℄  does not help beause of (12-b)Conlusion:Spei�ers are barriers beause of the PIC: There is no way to arry out an intermediatemovement step from a last-merged spei�er to the spei�er of the minimal phase above it.(16) Why omplements do not have to be barriers:

γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•α•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•α•℄
→ γ: Ø  violates nothing
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(16) Edge feature insertion preedes omplement feature disharge, version 1:

γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•X•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•α•℄  violates (14-b)(16) Edge feature insertion preedes omplement feature disharge, version 2:

γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•X•℄ ≻ [•β•℄ ≻ [•α•℄
→ γ: [•β•℄ ≻ [•α•℄  does not help beause of (12-b)Conlusion:Movement out of omplements an respet the PIC: There is a stage in the derivationwhere the omplement feature has already been disharged (so that subsequent edgefeature insertion an attrat an item within the omplement), but the spei�er featurehas not yet been disharged.Note:Under this approah, intermediate movement steps to phase edges must take plae beforea (�nal) spei�er is merged. This results in strutures that look like (inherently ayli)tuking in (Rihards (2001)) has applied; but it hasn't: All movement steps extend thetree.(17) Intermediate movement steps:DP2 ... vPDP1 v′t′′2 v′V+v VPDP3 V′t′2 V′tV t2Let us all this property the Intermediate Step Corollary; it will beome relevant later.(18) Intermediate Step Corollary:Intermediate movement steps to spei�ers of X (as required by the PIC) must takeplae before a �nal spei�er is merged in XP.7

Consequenes:

• Subjets are barriers (both Spev and SpeT).

• Adjunts are barriers (assuming that they are last-merged spei�ers of speial fun-tional projetions).

• Indiret objets bearing dative are barriers (assuming that they are last-merged inSpeV).3.3.2 Analysis: AgreeProblem:So far, the predition is that a omplement an avoid beoming a barrier in a phase XPonly if there is something else (a spei�er) that is merged later. This predition is notborne out; see (19-ab) (examples from German).(19) Bridge vs. non-bridge verbs:a. Wen1whom denkstthink duyou [CP dassthat sieshe t1 getro�enmet hat ℄ ?hasb. *Wen1whom weisstknow duyou [CP dassthat sieshe t1 getro�enmet hat ℄ ?hasAnalysis:

• Extration from a sole omplement is possible only if the next higher head undergoesabstrat inorporation with the omplement's head (Müller (1991)).

• Abstrat inorporation is an instane of Agree: Two heads share a feature [∗f∗℄/[f℄.

• Agree requires -ommand.

• A bridge verb undergoes Agree (with respet to [∗f∗℄/[f℄) with C of its omplement;a non-bridge verb does not.(20) Abstrat inorporation as [*f*℄/[f ℄ Agree:a. [VP V[∗f∗] [CP α [C′ C[f ] ... ℄℄℄ think thatb. [VP V[∗f∗] [CP α [C′ C[f ] ... ℄℄℄ know thatNote:This implies that either the PIC is relaxed for Agree, or that Agree an be suessive-yli. Something to this e�et is required independently, under many versions of thePIC (f., e.g., agreement of T with nominative objets in Ielandi; and the analysis oflong-distane agreement in general).Observation:Probe features on a phase head an never remove barrier status from a last-merged spei�er:1. A probe feature annot arry out Agree with (some item in) its spei�er (Chomsky(2001; 2008)).2. A probe feature annot arry out Agree with (some item in) its omplement aftera spei�er has been merged. (For instane, Agree(v,α in VP) (for ausative ase8



assignment) must preede Merge(DPext,v′).) This follows from a restritive versionof the Strit Cyle Condition (Chomsky (1973)).(21) Strit Cyle Condition (SCC):Within the urrent domain α, a syntati operation may not exlusively apply topositions that are inluded within another domain β that is dominated by α.Consequenes:(i) Last-merged spei�ers ontinue to be barriers.(ii) Non-last-merged spei�ers and omplements are not barriers (inl. melting).(iii) Last-merged omplements are not barriers if the phase head has an additional probefeature for Agree with/into the omplement.(22) Why last-merged omplements do not have to be barriers:
γ (e.g., V) is merged with α (e.g., DP) and has thereby disharged all its struture-building features.a. Edge feature insertion follows omplement feature disharge, no probe feature:

γ: [•α•℄
→ γ: Ø
→ γ: [•X•℄  violates (14-a)b. Edge feature insertion follows omplement feature disharge, with probefeature:

γ: [•α•℄[∗f∗℄

→ γ: [∗f∗℄

→ γ: [•X•℄[∗f∗℄  violates nothingNote:To avoid a SCC violation (as it would our with spei�ers), the probe feature must bedisharged before the struture-building edge feature in (22-b) (this is unproblematigiven that the two features are on di�erent staks).Clausal heads:(i) A lausal head (V, v, T, C, ...) status-governs (Beh (1955/1957)) the head of itsverbal omplement.(ii) This an be viewed as o-indexing of heads (abstrat inorporation, hene Agree inthe present approah); Sternefeld (1991).(iii) Consequently, lausal projetions are not barriers, even if there is no spei�er present(and the projetion is thus last-merged).A further question (Hans van de Koot & Arnim von Stehow (p..)):How an the very �rst step in the ourse of suessive-yli extration not from, but of aomplement an be brought about in ases where there is no seond item that is mergedin the same projetion as a onsequene of the phase head's inherent struture-building9

features?An answer (f. Müller (2009, h. 4) for alternatives):

• Heads typially undergo various kinds of Agree relations with their omplements.

• This aounts for the fat that (last-merged) omplements are typially mobile.

• Still, in some ases, where suh an Agree relation between a head and its (last-merged) omplement might not hold, the omplement might in fat be preludedfrom moving.

• This would amount to a version of a requirement of lexial government in a (onjun-tive) ECP.4. Maraudage(23) Maraudage (Georgi, Hek & Müller (2009), Georgi (2009); also see Abels (2003)):Certain goal features of Agree or Merge operations (among them [person℄ and [ani-mate℄) are heked if the strutural onditions for heking are met.Pattern:(i) When a head H serves two arguments DP1 and DP2, it sometimes happens that the�rst-merged DP1 exeeds the feature set that H provides for it.(ii) In order to satisfy its needs, DP1 an then aess features that H originally providedfor DP2. Thus, DP1 �marauds� the feature set of DP2.Relevant phenomena:(i) Ergative displaement in Basque (f. Béjar & �ezá£ (2009)):v provides φ-features for DPint and DPext, but only 3.pers. for DPint; DPint is merged �rstand, if it is loal (1./2.) person, marauds v's feature set for DPext; onsequently, a newperson feature must be inserted on v (in minimal violation of the Inlusiveness ondition),whih is spelled out by a speial su�xal exponent.(ii) Global ase splits in Yurok (f. Silverstein (1976)):v provides ase features for DPint and DPext that are based on φ-features for these argu-ments; an unusual (loal person) DPint marauds the ase features reserved for DPext (asan instane of di�erential objet marking), whih implies that v has fewer features left forDPext; hene, DPext an only be 3.pers.5. Wh-Islands and Topi Islands5.1 An AsymmetryObservation (Fanselow (1987), Müller & Sternefeld (1993)):(i) Wh-islands blok wh-movement but not (argument) topialization in German.(ii) Topi islands blok wh-movement and topialization in German.
10



(24) Wh-islands in Italian: relativization vs. topialization from (Rizzi (1982)):a. Tuoyour fratellobrother [CP3

[PP1

ato ui ℄whom mimyself domandoI ask [CP4

[DP2

hewhih storie ℄storiesabbianothey have raontatotold t2 t1 ℄℄ erawas moltovery preoupatoworriedb. *[DP1

Chi ℄who tiyourself domandiyou ask [CP3

[DP2

hi ℄who t2 hahas inontratomet t1 ℄ ?(25) Wh-islands in German: wh-movement vs. topialization:a. *Welheswhih Radio1radio weiÿtknow duyou nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄ ?�xesb. ?Radios1radios weiÿknow ihI nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄�xes(26) Topi islands in German: wh-movement and topialization:a. *Welheswhih Radio1book glaubstthink duyou [CP derthe Maria2Mary [C hat ℄has [TP erhe t2 t1 gegeben ℄℄ ?givenb. *Radios1radios glaubethink ihI [CP derthe Maria2Mary [C hat ℄has [TP erhe t2 t1 gegeben ℄℄givenNote:The fat that there is an asymmetry between movement types in (25), and no asymmetryin (26), poses problems for a Relativized Minimality (RM) type approah.(i) A standard RM approah (like Rizzi (1990; 2001)) distinguishes three kinds of interven-ers: Head, A, A-bar. This would uniformly rule out all sentenes in (25) and (26) (giventhat the moved items are subjet to RM).(ii) A more �ne-grained RM approah (like Rizzi (2004): argumental (person, number,gender, ase) vs. quanti�ational (wh, neg, measure, fous) vs. modi�er vs. topi)) thatdistinguishes between di�erent kinds of A-bar interveners (topi vs. wh in the ase athand) would wrongly predit both (25-b) and (26-a) to be well formed. Thus, if RM isto aount for the 3/4 pattern in (25) and (26), further assumptions will be required (seeStarke (2001)).5.2 Analysis: Operator Islands as MaraudageObservation:Given the Intermediate Step Corollary in (18), the order of rule appliation with extrationsfrom a wh-island and from a topi island must look as in (27-ab), respetively, with theintermediate movement step taking plae prior to the one that would reate the operatorisland.
11

(27) a. Wh-island CPXP2[wh] C′

➂

{ ∗XP1[wh]√
XP1[top]

} C′C[•wh•] TP

➁ ...

➀

b. Topi island CPXP2[top] C′

➂

{

∗XP1[wh]
∗XP1[top]

} C′C[•top•] TP

➁ ...

➀Hypothesis:Given that the item that undergoes the intermediate movement step reahes the domain ofa C head before the item that is supposed to ultimately hek the [•F•℄ of C in this position,it may maraud C's stak of struture-building features, making regular spei�er plaementimpossible. Thus, wh-island and topi island e�ets are due not to wh-islands or topi is-lands, but to the fat that the wh-island/topi island annot be generated in the �rst plae.Assumption:Variation in maraudage an be aounted for by postulating a more �ne-grained systemof A-bar related features (see Starke (2001), Rizzi (2004), Lahne (2007)). Suppose thattopialization (in German) is bare operator movement (f. its multi-funtionality), andwh-movement is movement of a ertain kind of operator (viz., a wh-operator).(28) Feature spei�ations of C, wh-phrase, and topi:a. C[wh] = C[•op,wh•]b. C[top] = C[•op•]. wh-phrase = XP[op,wh]d. topi = XP[op](29) Maraudage:Certain goal features of Agree or Merge operations (among them [op℄ and [wh℄) areheked if the strutural onditions for heking are met.Consequene:When an item undergoes intermediate movement to a SpeC position, driven by edgefeature insertion, it tries to get as many of its operator features ([op℄, [wh℄, ...) heked aspossible. Operator features thus attah to the newly inserted [•X•℄, are heked with themoved item, and undergo deletion. Therefore, no feature may be left to trigger subsequent,regular operator movement. This aounts for operator island e�ets.12



5.2.1 Wh-Movement from a Wh-IslandObservation:Wh-phrases have many operator features; therefore, they aomplish full maraudage ina SpeC[wh] position that they use as an esape hath in a CP phase, thereby blokingsubsequent regular wh-movement.(30) Wh-movement from a wh-island*Welheswhih Radio1radio weiÿtknow duyou nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄ ?�xes(31) Wh-movement from a wh-island: omplete maraudage(i) C: [•op, wh•℄ (→ edge feature insertion)(ii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op, wh•℄ (→ movement of wh-phrase)(iii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op, wh•℄ (→ edge feature disharge)(iv) C: [•op, wh•℄ (→ further disharge: maraudage)(v) C: Ø (no struture-building features left)Consequene:There is no way to get the remaining XP2[op,wh] (the item we would expet to reatethe wh-island) to the edge domain of the embedded CP (C is now inert, whih preludesfurther edge feature insertion). Depending on assumptions about riterial freezing (seeRizzi (2006; 2007)), it may or may not be possible now for the wh-phrase to move on intothe matrix lause (to satisfy the demands of another C[wh]). But this would still violate avisibility requirement for the embedded wh-lause; f. (32). In any ase, the predition isthat wh-islands are haraterized by the property that the wh-island annot be ereted.(32) A violation of riterial freezing*Welheswhih Radio1radio fragstask duyou dihyourself [CP t′1 (dass)that [TP manone t1 wie2how repariert ℄℄ ?�xes(33) The deisive stage of the derivation � wh-extration from wh-island:C′

➂ XP1[op,wh] C′C:[•X, op, wh•℄ TP

➁

➀ ... t1 XP2[op,wh]...
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5.2.2 Topialization from a Wh-IslandObservation:Topis have fewer operator features; therefore, they do not aomplish full maraudage in aSpeC[wh] position that they use as an esape hath in a CP phase. Consequently, regularwh-movement (may be more marked, but) is not bloked.(34) Topialization from a wh-island?Radios1radios weiÿknow ihI nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄�xes(35) Topialization from a wh-island: minor maraudage(i) C: [•op, wh•℄ (→ edge feature insertion)(ii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op, wh•℄ (→ movement of topi)(iii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op, wh•℄ (→ edge feature disharge)(iv) C: [•op, wh•℄ (→ minimal maraudage)(v) C: [•wh•℄ (→ movement of wh-phrase)(vi) C: [•wh•℄ (→ disharge)(vii) C: Ø (two items in edge domain)Note:A-bar-related (operator) goal features on items an ultimately be left unheked, in ontrastto A-related features (see Georgi et al. (2009)).(36) The deisive stage of the derivation � topialization from wh-island:C′

➂ XP1[op] C′C:[•X, op, wh•℄ TP

➁

➀ ... t1 XP2[op,wh]...

5.2.3 Wh-Movement from a Topi IslandObservation:Wh-phrases are perfet marauders in a SpeC[wh] positions; onsequently, it does not omeas a surprise that they are just as suessful in SpeC[top] positions, where C is haraterizedby a proper subset of struture-building features.14



(37) Wh-movement from a topi island:*Welheswhih Radio1book glaubstthink duyou [CP derthe Maria2Mary [C hat ℄has [TP erhe t2 t1 gegeben ℄℄ ?given(38) Wh-movment from a topi island: omplete maraudage(i) C: [•op•℄ (→ edge feature insertion)(ii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op•℄ (→ movement of wh-phrase)(iii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op•℄ (→ edge feature disharge)(iv) C: [•op•℄ (→ further disharge: maraudage)(v) C: Ø (no struture-building features left)Consequene:It is impossible to move the remaining XP2[op] (the item that supposedly reates the topiisland) to the edge domain of the embedded CP (C is now inert, whih preludes furtheredge feature insertion). Depending on what one assumes about riterial freezing, the wh-phrase may or may not undergo further movement now. The resulting sentene would besomething like (39).(39) Undetetable riterial freezing:Welheswhih Radio1book glaubstthink duyou [CP t′1 [C hat ℄has [TP erhe derthe MariaMary t1 gegeben ℄℄ ?givenNote:The standard analysis of extration from verb-seond lauses in German requires a weak-ening (or abandonment) of riterial freezing anyway: A delarative verb-seond C headtriggers topialization, and the topialized item may then move on into the matrix lause,exatly as in (39). Thus, if we just implement standard assumptions about extrationfrom verb-seond lauses in the present approah to movement, extration from verb-seond lauses looks almost exatly as skethed in (38). Di�erenes: (i) An edge featuredoes not have to be inserted for the wh-phrase beause the wh-phrase, by assumption, isalso a topi. (ii) There does not have to be some other item around that would at as atopi, so that disharge of the [op℄ feature by the wh-phrase would not tehnially ount asan instane of maraudage. I leave open the question of whether this might atually be anoption (given that the same string an be generated in a simpler way, without maraudage).Questions of input optimization arise (see Prine & Smolensky (2004)).
15

(40) The deisive stage of the derivation � wh-extration from topi island:C′

➂ XP1[op,wh] C′C:[•X, op•℄ TP

➁

➀ ... t1 XP2[op]...5.2.4 Topialization from a Topi IslandObservation:Topis have only one operator feature: [op℄. However, this su�es to blok subsequenttopialization if a topi undergoes movement to an intermediate SpeC position on its wayto the left periphery of the matrix lause.(41) Topialization from a topi island:*Radios1radios glaubethink ihI [CP derthe Maria2Mary [C hat ℄has [TP erhe t2 t1 gegeben ℄℄given(42) Topialization from a topi island: omplete maraudage(i) C: [•op•℄ (→ edge feature insertion)(ii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op•℄ (→ movement of wh-phrase)(iii) C: [•X•℄ ≻ [•op•℄ (→ edge feature disharge)(iv) C: [•op•℄ (→ further disharge: maraudage)(v) C: Ø (no struture-building features left)Consequene:A topi island annot be reated. The same issues arise with respet to riterial freezingand input optimization as before.(43) Undetetable riterial freezing:Radios1radios glaubethink ihI [CP t′1 [C hat ℄has [TP erhe derthe MariaMary t1 gegeben ℄℄given
16



(44) The deisive stage of the derivation � topialization from topi island:C′

➂ XP1[op] C′C:[•X, op•℄ TP
➁

➀ ... t1 XP2[op]...

6. Conlusion, Consequenes, and Extensions6.1 ConlusionTo sum up:The present approah to wh-islands and topi islands works without invoking the idea thatwh-elements or topis reate islands. More generally, there is no minimality/interventionondition on movement. Rather, an item undergoing long-distane movement targets thesame domain and marauds the inventory of movement-induing features of C before theitems that are supposed to show up in SpeC permanently have had a hane to get there.Thus, the ruial fator is timing: Whih item arrives �rst in the C domain? Interestingly,the answer needed to derive wh-island and topi island e�ets is one that follows auto-matially, given the approah to CED e�ets in Müller (2008); f. the Intermediate StepCorollary: Intermediate movement steps to spei�ers of X (as required by the PIC) musttake plae before a �nal spei�er is merged in XP.6.2 Consequenes6.2.1 `Whether'-ClausesClaim (Chomsky (1986, 50)):�Whether yields a muh weaker wh-island e�et than moved wh-phrases.�Predition of the present analysis:There will be no e�et at all if whether is the lexial realization of an interrogative C.Assumption:At least for adjunts (and arguably also for arguments), a wh-island e�et an be detetedwith extration from whether lauses. 17

Consequene:Whether is never base-generated in the position in whih it shows up, but undergoesmovement to a C[•wh•] head just like other wh-items; priniples of semanti interpretationwill then ensure that there an be no multiple wh-questions involving both whether andand a regular wh-phrase. (Movement of whether is in fat proposed in Chomsky (1986), ifonly for the overt omponent of LF.)Additional evidene:In a language like Duth, of an o-our with an unontroversial omplementizer dat(see, e.g., Zwart (1993, 265)), whih, under present assumptions, suggests an approah interms of whether-movement from within TP to SpeC.Open questions:(i) Where exatly is whether externally merged?(ii) Why an whether not undergo long-distane movement?6.2.2 Underspei�ation and Overspei�ationPredition:(i) Given that topis are spei�ed as [op℄, and wh-phrases as [op, wh℄, it follows that a topian never disharge all the A-bar-related features of interrogative C[•op,wh•]. Therefore, amoved topi an never eventually satisfy the demands of an interrogative C.(ii) The ase might be di�erent with wh-phrases. A wh-phrase bearing the features [op,wh℄ in the spei�er of a topi C[•op•] an disharge all of C's features. This means thatit might be possible for a wh-phrase to ultimately show up in the spei�er domain ofa non-interrogative C. If there is no other interrogative C head around in the sentene,suh a on�guration will most likely lead to semanti uninterpretability. However, supposethat the wh-phrase has undergone regular, feature-driven wh-movement to a spei�er ofan interrogative C head �rst. Then, depending (again) on assumptions about riterialfreezing, it might or might not be an option for the wh-phrase to move on, and dishargea non-interrogative C head's [op℄ feature in a higher lause. Examples of wh-topializationin German (Reis & Rosengren (1992)) suggest that this option does exist.(45) Wh-Imperatives in German:a. [CP � Stell dir vorimagine [CP wen1who (dass)that ihI t1 getro�enmet habehave ℄℄ !b. [CP Wen1who stell dir vorimagine [CP t′1 dassthat ihI t1 getro�enmet habehave ℄℄ !6.3 Extensions(46) General impliations:a. The more A-bar-related (goal) features a moved item is equipped with, the morelikely it is that it annot ross an operator island (i.e., the �operator island�annot be reated in the �rst plae).b. The fewer A-bar-related (struture-building) features a head is equipped with,18



the more likely it is that it reates an operator island that annot be rossed.Hypothesis 1:(46-a) o�ers a new outlook on argument/adjunt asymmetries with extration from islands(weak islands; see, e.g., Koopman & Sportihe (1986) on Vata).Deriving an argument/adjunt asymmetry with extration from wh- islands:

• Moved adjunts are inherently haraterized by more A-bar-related features thanmoved arguments.
• As operators, adjunts maraud the feature struture of a C head whose domainthey enter in the ourse of suessive-ylie (edge feature-driven) movement moredrastially than arguments.
• An intermediately moved argument may leave further struture-building features ona C head; an intermediately moved adjunt �eats up� all struture-building features,and thus makes the regular movement operation to be arried out for this headimpossible.Generalization (for many languages):There is a split between �referential� and �non-referential� adjunts (when, where vs. how,why; Aoun (1986, 125); also Harbert & Pet (1988) on alon `where' vs. halika `how' inArawak).Situation in German:

• Topi islands are strit throughout.
• Wh-islands are transparent if the moved item is(i) a topi; and(ii) not a non-referential adjunt.(47) Topialization from wh-islands in German:a. *Deshalb1therefore weiÿknow ihI nihtnot mehranymore [CP wer2who C t2 t1 gekommename ist ℄℄b. ??Inin Hannover1Hannover weiÿknow ihI nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t2 t1 dasthat sagt ℄℄saysAnalysis:All wh-phrases and non-referential topis bear the feature [wh℄ in addition to [op℄.A problem?Non-referential adjunt topis do not morphologially look like wh-phrases, and behavedi�erently in the syntax.
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Solution:

• The primitive [wh℄ feature is not the same as the standard wh-feature; given that,say, topis an behave �wh-like� in at least ertain respets (see Chomsky (1977)),this is straightforwardly aptured by postulating features that are ommon to bothbut not other ategories � i.e., by postulating a natural lass via shared features(Bierwish (1967)).

• As for di�erenes between non-referential adjunt topis and wh-phrases, this is thenaptured by assuming additional features that distinguish between the two types ofategories; again, a standard proedure in feature-based approahes.

• Alternatively, one may postulate a feature like [nonref℄ instead of [wh℄ (wh-phrasesare inherently non-referential).Situation in English (simpli�ed):

• Topi islands are strit throughout (but f. Culiover (1991)).

• Wh-islands are transparent if the moved item is an argument.Analysis:

• Interrogative C has two A-bar-related struture-building features (e.g., [•op, wh•℄).

• Topi C has only one A-bar-related struture-building feature (e.g., [•op•℄).

• All adjunts (topis and wh-phrases) have the omplete set of A-bar-related features(e.g., [op, wh℄).

• All arguments have only one (e.g., either [op℄ or [wh℄).Hypothesis 2:(46-b) o�ers a new outlook on the variable e�ets inurred by di�erent types of interveningC heads.Movement type asymmetries:

• Topi vs. wh-islands: An interrogative C is equipped with more features than adelarative C that triggers topialization.

• In the same way, other asymmetries between movement types an be addressed (see,e.g., Bayer & Salzmann (2009) on the di�erent behaviour of relativization in om-parison to other movement types, and Müller & Sternefeld (1993) on asymmetriesbetween topialization, wh-movement, and srambling.

• A further extension: �nite/non-�nite asymmetries in extration.Note:This analysis leaves su�ient room for parametrization.(i) Partiular types of moved items (arguments, adjunts, wh-phrases, topis, et.) maynot be haraterized by exatly the same kinds of A-bar-related features in di�erent lan-guages.(ii) Partiular movement operations (topialization, wh-movement, relativization, sram-bling) might also not be ross-linguistially homogeneous as far as the A-bar-related fea-tures that are involved in them are onerned.20
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